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A Fairchild Challenge School Sensory Garden
Text and photos by Mary Keppler

ne of the most wonderful things about The Fairchild Challenge is that every school has a story, and
every participant-from the administrators and the grounds crew to the parents and community
members-has a different connection to the program. This is the story of one school and one very
dedicated teacher who has made a change for her students and their entire school community.
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Tropical Elementary, located in west Miami-Dade, was founded in 1955 and added an Exceptional Education
Center in 1957. The school serves a variety of students, from gifted to those with special needs. This diverse
student population provides opportunities to integrate classrooms and foster an attitude of understanding and
acceptance for people with varying abilities.
As part of Fairchild' s commitment to continually engage schools participating in The Fairchild Challenge, I
scheduled a visit to Tropical Elementary to celebrate its gardening efforts. Upon my arrival, I was escorted to Mrs.
Palma's room by one of her students, who was assisted by Maggie Williams, a paraprofessional. As I walked
down the hall, I had no idea that I would soon experience one of the most incredible moments of my career.
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Tropical Elementary students
explore their garden using their
senses and enjoy reading
Braille in their Adirondack
chairs.
Mrs. Palma helps a
student feel the fruits of
their laborl

When I entered the classroom, five students were sitting in a semicircle, one hard at work on a Braille writer.
Mrs. Palma gestured to a seat at the table and I took my place among the students, all of whom were either
blind or partially sighted, and ranged from kindergarten to third grade. As each student introduced himself or
herself, I could see on every face the excitement of having a special visitor from Fairchild Tropical Botanic
Garden. Mrs. Palma showed me their Fairchild Challenge entry, which was a lovely booklet she and the
students had been working on diligently. "Braille and large-print renditions of special projects and related class
work have been produced so they could be included in the booklet," Mrs. Palma explained.
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The students took me to see their garden, which is located in a courtyard directly behind the classroom . I asked
the students, "What is your favorite th ing to do in the garden?" Several of them answered "to read! " Indeed, as
soon as we were outside, the students located the small and colorful Adirondack chairs with their canes and
opened their Braille books with a smile. Another student wanted to explore the garden and crouched between
the raised beds, feeling his way around the pots and plants. Talking later with Mrs. Palma, I asked how the
students felt about having a garden outside their classroom. "Most [of the studentsl had never been exposed to

A student tours the garden and

enjoys the smells of rosemary
and other herbs by touch .

any form of gardening," she replied . "So the atmosphere was one of enthusiasm going into the project. And
frankly, that momentum has stayed with us throughout the school year. Each and every day, our students look
forward to spending time outside in the garden."
While this sight was wondrous to behold, the garden is simple-perfect for the purpose of introducing children
to the connection between plants and food. Funded in part by a grant from Fairchild, the two small raised beds,
several pots and a short border fence provided everything the students needed to learn about plant life cycles
and the many smells and textures of herbs. Mrs. Palma was motivated to start the garden because it opened
doors to hands-on and sensory activities. "Watering plants may be an easy task when you can see, but for a
child who is blind, the sense of touch takes over," she explained to me. "These skills all have positive carry 
over effects in real life and overlap with functional, daily living activities." The students watered their garden
with a large watering can and spray bottles, which developed their dexterity and fine motor skills.
The construction of the garden led to collaborative efforts between teachers in the school. Ms. Mills and Ms.
Warren, the art and music teachers, worked with Mrs. Palma and designed garden-themed activities. The raised
beds are decorated with pasta caterpillars and the students all know their "garden song" taught to them in
music class. "Projects like this can became a magnet for school involvement," Mrs. Palma said. "We have
received so many lovely and supportive comments over the last few months. This has made it all worthwhile! "
The del ight on the faces of these students and the hard work of their teacher added another level to my
understanding of The Fairchild Challenge. Now, when I am asked, "What is The Fairchild Challenge?" I stop to
smile, and remember that it cannot be described in just words. To really understand The Fairchild Challenge,
you also have to meet the students and hear the stories behind each effort. ~
For more information about
The Fairchild Challenge. visit
www.fairchildgarden .orglFairchildChallenge
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INITIATIVE

A COMMUNITY OF LEARNERS

Fortune Cookie Warm-U
Developed by Dave Lehman, April 28, 2005.
1. Give each participant a Chinese fortune cookie; open it but don't read the "fortune" out loud or share it
with anyone else.
2. Think how this "fortune" may relate to you and your work. Jot down notes if you wish as you will be
asked to share this.
3. Do a "go round" where participants one at a time read their "fortunes" and describe how it relates to
their work.
4. Eat the fortune cookie!

Protocols are most powerful and effective when used within an ongoing professional learning community and facilitated by a skilled facilitator. To learn more
about professional learning communities and seminars for faCilitation, please visit the School Reform Initiative website at www.schoolreforminitiative.org
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Team Agreement

INTENT & VISION: Our vision is to be a tightly coordinated unit whose members are crossed
trained in the jobs that all members of the team can do, so that anyone of us could step into a
request at any moment.
ROLES: We will each become life-long learners; teammates, and a "work-family" who realize we
are each essential to each other to meet our goals.
PROMISES: We each promise to accept rewards on a team basis only; to give each other
ongoing honest feedback on matters that impact our work; to accept that we are beginners in
the realm of interpersonal communication; and to devote our full time energy to the work of the
team.
TIME/VALUE: We each agree the potential benefits of teamship far outweigh the personal gains
of one. We agree to experiment with the team method.
MEASUREMENTS OF SATISFACTION: Our measure of success will be higher student
achievement.
CONCERNS AND FEARS: We are concerned that we may have set backs or not meet our goals.
We are also concerned that we may not be on the same team each year.
RENEGOTIATION: We understand the importance of on-going communication. In that spirit. we
see our team agreement as a living evolving context in which we work together. We will reflect
periodically to make sure we -are working as-a team- and -headIng toward our vision.
CONSEQUENCES: We assume that all of us are smarter than anyone of us. When we violate an
expressed or implied responsibility of teamship. we are jeopardizing the well-being of the
team.
CONFLICT RESOLUTION: We agree to the following rules: 1) manage your own emotions; 2)
talk to the person or group you are in conflict with; 3) ask a team member to mediate; 4) get
the entire team involved; 5) ask the team coach for help.
AGREEMENT: We are confident that all of us together are stronger than if we worked
independently during this time of meeting high standards and accountability. We all take
responsibility for participating in our team as we rotate team leadership.
Print Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signature: ____________' ____
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As:each blrdftapsits wings, it creates uplift for the binifoJtowing.
By flying in a V formation. thewhote ftock adds 11 percent greater -fIymg
range than it one bird flew alone.

lesson teamed - Peo.ple who share atommon direction and sense of
'community tan get where they are going -quicker and easier because they are
traveling on the strength of one another.
Whenever a goose falls out of formation, it suddenly f-eels the drag
fact #2
and resistance of trying to fly alone and quickly gets back into formation to
take advantage Of thefifting -power of the bird .immediatelyin front.
Lessontearned- If we have as much sense as geese, we wiUstay in. formation
With those who<a,reaJtead-ofwhere we want togo and be. willing to accept their
help -~ welt as give ours to others.
When the lead goose gets tired, it rotates
and_another~se flies at the point position.
Fact #3
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into the formation

lesson Learned - It pays to take turns doing the ham tasks and sharing
leadershtt>~

Faa#4
When a goose gets sick or wounded or shot down, twO geese drop
oUr of formation and f()ltowitdown to help and protect it. They stay with it

until it is able to fly again, or dies. Then they launch out
artotherformation, or they catch up with their flock.
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LessOlllearned - If ~have as much sense as geese do, we too, wilt stand by
each adler in diffkuJttlmesas weU as when we are strong.

